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The Tigers line up at Wattisham on 2nd June 1992 prior to the Queen's Birthday flypast.
With thanks to Nick Spiller.

Membership Matters
We welcome new member, Gp Capt Simon ‘Swampy’ Hindmarsh, whose first tour was with 74
Squadron from October 1987 to February 1992. From 74 he moved to 5 Squadron and the Tornado
F.3 then on the same aircraft to 43 Squadron as QWI and 56 Squadron as OC QWI Training and
STANEVAL. Swampy’s next posting was to HQ 1 Group as Wg Cdr Weapons before moving on to be
OC Ops Wing at Leuchars. Then came command of RAF Mount Pleasant in the Falklands where he was
also Chief of Staff, British Forces South Atlantic Islands. He next moved on to a rather warmer
environment – Riyadh - when he became Gp Capt, the Tornado and Hawk Saudi Armed Forces
Programme. This was followed by Brazil as UK Defence Attaché, the Australian RCDS and from the
end of 2018 he will become the UK Defence Attaché in Malaysia.
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Battle of Britain Class locomotive. No. 34080. 74 Squadron.
Many of you will be aware of the abortive search for the nameplates and crest of the above locomotive. We live
in hopes that we will locate them one day. In the meantime Stuart Black has produced this fine depiction of
34080 and it is available as a print. With the crest the price is £12.50, without the crest £11.00. Both prices
include postage.
If you would like one please let me know e-mail or write to Bob Cossey at 16 Pine Road, Thorpe, Norwich, NR7
9LE and I will pass on your order to Stuart who accepts payment by cheque, BACS bank transfer or PayPal.
*

Squadron Reunion 6th – 8th April 2018
Despite the change in date and venue, we had a good attendance at this
year’s reunion and the hotel looked after us very well. The stop press news
is that next year we will revert to our usual first weekend in March
date (1st – 3rd March) and the reunion will be held in Norwich, part of
the reasoning for this being that it will enable members to see the 74
Squadron display at the City of Norwich Aviation Museum which is now
complete: and visit the new International Flight Academy where, as reported
elsewhere in this issue, 74 Squadron is represented.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting.
Saturday April 8th 2018
The Stratford Manor Hotel, Stratford upon Avon
Apologies were received from Cliff Spink, Boz Robinson, Dave Roome, Dennis Caldwell, Es George, Jon and Jo
Mosen, Peter Holloway, John Bletcher, David Jones, Kev Wooff, Russ Allchorne, Ken Moore, Bill Preece, Clive
Mitchell, John McCarthy, Tony Ellender, Henry Riley, Ted Edwards, Mark Mainwaring, Mike Rigg, Dave Rigg,
Stan Ralph, Stu Thornberry and Margie Crow,
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Dick welcomed all attending the AGM and Reunion Weekend. The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed
and accepted as proposed by Tony Dixon and seconded by Pat Thurlow.
Matters Arising
Dick reported that the Malan Memorial Sword is now at Bentley Priory and will soon be on secure display there.
The museum at this historic site is highly recommended and well worth a visit.
Bob brought members up to date with the situation at the Norwich museum. Our display is now complete with
two large display cases of memorabilia, a Hunter cockpit section/simulator between them, another case with
memorabilia sharing the space with other squadrons associated with RAF Horsham St Faith (Norwich Airport)
and a Hunter aircraft in 74’s colours displayed alongside the other aircraft of the museum. Furthermore, plans
are afoot to repaint the museum’s Saudi Arabian Lightning F.53 in 74’s colours on one side, retaining Saudi
markings on the other. This will be displayed to advantage so that travellers on the new, now completed, road
(which has been the cause of so much delay) can clearly see it and the other museum’s aircraft too.
Bob also mentioned the newly opened International Flight Academy in Norwich (see elsewhere in this issue). We
have been asked by them to provide material to illustrate the history of Horsham St Faith/Norwich Airport
and we have been able to do this by displaying Tony Clay’s 74 Squadron models there. Tony has also been
commissioned to build models of aircraft of the other squadrons and the USAAF which have been based at
Horsham as well as civil/commercial aircraft which have used (and currently use) Norwich airport.
Election of Officers
The committee assumed they would be asked to offer themselves for re-election and therefore will continue
during 2018-2019 as currently - Chairman – Dick Northcote, Treasurer – Rhod Smart & Secretary – Bob Cossey.
Reunion 2019
Members will be aware that the unavailability of The Falcon Hotel for this year’s reunion led to a long search
for an alternative by the committee and many options were considered, although finding a venue in the right
location, at the right price, at the right time proved difficult. We looked at locations other than Stratford but
none could accommodate us over our usual first weekend in March and prices were invariably too high. The
Stratford Manor hotel ultimately filled the bill at a realistic price but on a different date and our thanks go to
them for hosting us. Unfortunately one key component of a reunion weekend was missing- the ability to step out
of the door into an attractive town with good shopping, tourist and leisure facilities. This, together with the
need for members to see what the money they have donated to the museum fund has been used for, has led the
Committee to explore the possibility of holding the 2019 reunion in Norwich which has good road, rail and air
connections with the rest of the country. Apart from 74’s connections with Norwich (and Coltishall and
Wattisham nearby) which make it an attractive option, it is a fine city with much to enjoy and appreciate. And
there is very good shopping!
In 2019 we will be returning to our usual first weekend in March date. Details to follow in due course.
Any Other Business
Members sent their thanks to our Vice-President Boz Robinson, now resident in Thailand, for designing and
sending some fine 74 Squadron stickers for members (below). This was very much appreciated and generous
donations were made to Association funds in exchange for a sticker.
Date of Next AGM: 2nd March 2019.
Thanks to Jim Jolly for the following reunion photographs.
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Dioramas displayed by Tony Clay at
the reunion.
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Alec Peace: My RAF Years.

Part Three.
Association member Alec (aged 99) concludes his memoir.
When I returned to Derby and the Rolls-Royce Aero Engine School, my
job was to run a supplementary section of the school to teach engine
handling to aircrew. The requirement for this, I deduced, came from a
change of strategy by the RAF. Hitherto the main task of fighters
especially had been to get airborne with the minimum delay, meet the
incoming bombers, fight and return to base. In the limited time this
took the engine would, effectively, be run at full bore, often at combat
boost where called for. Now, with the fight being carried across to the
Continent by both fighter and bomber pilots, long and far ranging
sweeps were called for, so that ‘miles per gallon’ became the aim. In
effect the pilot now had to learn an economical cruise technique
comprising low revs and high boost setting.

The engine school was staffed by both RAF and Rolls-Royce personnel
and was sited in what was then the lonely isolation of Victory Road,
adjacent to the test stand used for testing engine and propeller combinations. The five-day handling course,
over which I found myself presiding, was taught by a succession of pilots, relying upon advice from Rolls-Royce
experts, the users coming from all the Rolls-Royce user nations. They would attend lectures and make a visit to
Hucknall, liaising with the Rolls-Royce test pilots based there.
Where I was concerned, with the handling course running smoothly, I was privileged to use the company’s
Communications Flight Spitfire to make visits wherever I wanted to go, overnighting and talking engines to the
pilots. I chose my destinations, sometimes after an invitation from a pilot on the course. On these occasions, I
would check that the Spitfire would be available and ask the Transport Department for a ride to Hucknall. (On
one occasion, a shining pre-war R-R test car arrived, driven by the manager’s daughter as a chauffeuse!). On one
return flight the weather clamped down and I couldn’t see Derby, my marker for Hucknall. However, I could see
an unexpected airfield so decided it was time for a comfort stop. No problem, so I got a refuel and casually
asked the ground crew for the name and was surprised it was RAF Castle Donington. At least I knew where I
was and I pressed on to Hucknall. Looking back, I was possibly the first Spitfire to land at what became East
Midlands Airport.
The value of the training was clear enough, but full of youthful vigour all that I could see was that it was a soft
posting and one that was continuing to hold me away from a squadron. Here, however, there was nobody to moan
to. Indeed, from this time onwards, and almost unheard of in the Service, I was never to find myself in a role
where I was directly responsible to a senior officer. Eventually therefore, I took myself off to Fighter
Command HQ at Bentley Priory to argue my case to get back on ops. I was determined to argue my way to the
very top, but the trip accomplished nothing at all.
Very shortly afterwards I was contacted by Rolls’ chief test pilot Sqn Ldr Ronnie Harker of No.504 City of
Nottingham (Auxiliary) Squadron who had got to know me from my weekend visits to Hucknall. It transpired
that he had just come back from an inspection tour of the Middle East during which it had become evident that
a similar engine-handling school would pay dividend in that theatre. If I would accept the posting, he told me he
would make the necessary recommendations to the Air Ministry, I said ‘yes’, he did the fixing, and within a
short time I found myself at sea en route to RAF Heliopolis. The vessel was the RMS (Royal Mailship) Highland
Brigade, operating for that voyage as an RAF transport. The division of responsibilities on board was clear-cut,
with the ship’s crew running the vessel but leaving all passenger concerns to the Officer Commanding Troops
(OC Troops). In this case the troops were predominantly airmen who travelled in rather cramped conditions in
the holds, sleeping in hammocks and battened down for the last part, the hatches being lifted periodically to
relieve a little of the fug. There was a small detachment of Seaforth Highlanders, a few ATS officers, some
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army officers and a scattering of RAF engineering and administrative officers. Finally, there were a number of
naval prisoners being sent on some form of punishment posting.
For my part, I was ready to settle back and enjoy a luxury voyage to foreign climes, for the officers’
accommodation was first class and the food excellent, the ships catering facilities being such that this
excellence extended to the trooping passengers too. However, shortly after departure OC Troops, a wing
commander, fell ill, died and had to be buried at sea. And my days of ease were at an end. For the RAF warrant
officer who had been supporting the wing commander, flung me up a quivering salute and advised me that,
although not the senior officer on board, I was the only representative of the senior branch of the Service –
the General Duties (Flying) Branch – and that I was therefore OC Troops! Fortunately this stalwart knew all the
ropes and so he was able to take most of the weight off my untrained shoulders. Or at least until the day the
imprisoned sailors broke free and disarmed the hapless RAF tradesmen (they had had their spanners replaced
with rifles when detailed for sentry go) and raided the liquor store. After which I had a ship with a dozen
drunken sailors running riot. I found myself confronting one who presented himself at the door of the officers’
lounge where the ATS were sheltering. He was wielding a whiskey bottle in one hand and an open cut throat
razor in the other. My instinct was to seize a bottle from the bar and bring it down on his wrist, but on seeing
the disapproving headshakes from some army officers sitting well back from the action, but now at least
looking up from their newspapers and chessboards, I resorted to shouting at him instead.
Eventually, aided by the one or two other men I could find willing to interest themselves in the matter, it
became a matter of chasing the sailors into the very bowels of the vessel, but as they seemed to know all the
nooks and crannies, I soon saw it was hopeless. In despair I approached the officer in charge of the Seaforths
for assistance. Without hesitation he deployed his men and the mutineers were rapidly rounded up. In the
aftermath I recall speaking to a group of the recaptured prisoners at the foot of the companionway when one
began to get shirty. The Seaforth officer gave a rather bored nod, at which one of his Jocks brought his rifle
down on the bolshie one’s head, after which all resistance died away. We returned the sailors to their
detention, lodging two in a padded cell that we found below. I had never seen such a thing before, but there was
one ready in situ! The mutineers were offloaded at the first port of call, Durban.
I took advantage of the free time we had in Durban to visit an aunt of mine. I found my way to her bungalow
only to have a neighbour tell me that I had just missed her, that she had gone to another property up-country
and would not be back before my sailing time. And even that turned out to be a moveable feast, for when I
strolled back alongside I was hailed and told that I was to transfer to a vessel just a little way along the quay
which was just about to get underway. I promptly gathered up my kit, said farewell to the warrant officer,
hurried aboard and found myself Bombay bound!
No flying, but things were looking up: first Africa and now India! A lot less luxurious this new vessel, but I
found the facilities fair enough and after all India beckoned. As did another shipping company official once we
docked. I was just in time, I was told, to transfer onto a third vessel tied up not far off and just about to set
sail. As it shortly did for Aden. So much for India. But now Arabia! Only there was to be no getting ashore for
the ship did its business in Aden and hurried on to drop me at Port Said at the far end of the canal from
Heliopolis. No more ships for the world traveller, but for all my youth I must have been jaded by then for the
rail journey to Cairo left no impression at all.
Heliopolis, the RAF HQ, was, I discovered, a very sizeable and long established RAF camp just a tram ride from
Cairo. The station housed, among other units, a large maintenance unit where aircraft were rotated for major
servicing. I have to say at once that, no doubt hearing of my imminent arrival, the Axis forces had given up the
fight in the North African desert. So it was that when I found time to get into Cairo it was even more of an eye
opener than it might have been, with shops selling all sorts of goods together with an abundance of gold
articles, but lit up in addition as I had never seen a place since the outbreak of war.
When I reported nobody seemed to know anything about my mission, but eventually a works-and-bricks man (Air
Ministry Works Department) joined me for a planning session during which I sketched out my requirements:
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two classrooms and two engines – a Merlin and a radial type: plus storerooms and offices for the staff. He soon
organised a new building for me adjacent to two existing test stands and we were in business. I had two pilots
trained as instructors in Derby to help me with the lectures, with a corporal and two fitters to deal with the
hardware. We ran a five-day course every week with lectures and practical demonstrations of the effect of
fuel consumption of different combinations of boost and rpm.
Had I known it, my last chance of getting back to an operational unit had gone, for now I was not only in a
training environment but overseas too. Not that I had that much time to brood for we were kept busy enough
with so many units in the theatre feeding us pupils, not least Spitfire pilots from the Egyptian Air Force. In my
spare time however I still kept my hand in at flying, especially after a pilot dropped off a Harvard at the MU. I
asked a little tentatively if I might fly it, to be told in no uncertain terms it wasn’t his – and that I could do
what I liked with it! After which I was able to take regular flights, including the occasional jaunt over to
Jerusalem. On business of course! For the most part we spent our off duty time in the swimming pool of the
prestigious Heliopolis Sporting Club which lay adjacent to the RAF station and to which we had been given free
access.
It was a fact that we never did have anyone to report to and perhaps this rubbed off, for I clearly upset one
very senior RAF officer who had dropped in. He had expected his aircraft, a Fairchild Argus which he used as a
runabout, to have been refuelled and ready exactly when he wanted it. When he discovered it would not be
ready until ten minutes after that time, he became extremely angry. ‘Really Peace,’ he flung at me before
departing skywards once again. ‘You should realise that I am in fact a very important person!’ I suppose I might
have become quite an important person myself, for at one stage I was rung up by a senior officer who was
rationalising establishment in the theatre. ‘What about that post of yours?’ he opened with. ‘That rate's a
squadron leader’s surely? So we’d better promote you.’ But the school seemed to be ticking along nicely under a
mere flight lieutenant and so I assured him there was not enough work in it for a squadron leader. And so
stopped my rise to power!
The war ended and with it, having waited for my turn, demob. I travelled by sea as far as Marseille, and then
entrained (in an ordinary British rolling stock coach) to the Channel and back home. After that it was a return
to the engine school at Rolls-Royce, which turned out to be short of staff, its service personnel having been
demobbed. I became manager and gave little thought to flying and to the RAF. Many years later, a young man
did turn up asking to take down my story for an oral history bank. Having heard the way things had gone for me
he was quiet for a moment and then comment, ‘oh, you had an easy war then.’ An easy war? Was that what it
was? Possibly. And yet throughout the years how many times have I felt all the guilt of the survivor?
One confession I have to make is that my underlying ambition in joining up all those years ago was to stand on
the trailing edge of a Handley Page Heyford bomber and do a parachute jump. When I actually found myself in
the Service parachuting was out, the argument being that parachutes worked, so what was the point of risking
breaking a leg on merely practising? So that was another ambition thwarted!

A Forgotten Tiger
One of the great pleasures amongst many in my role as Association secretary over the years has been
the meeting of interesting people who have added to our knowledge of the 74 Squadron story.
Recently I had the good fortune to be contacted by Brian Gates who, through his research into the
life of a 73 Squadron pilot who died in 1940, became aware of one of 74’s young pilots, Ian Hawken,
and he has researched his story too. What follows is the result of some dogged detective work on
Brian’s part. He takes up the story……..
Lost to history, little has been known about Ian Hawken and his fate until now. However, in researching the
history of another squadron and another pilot, Ian’s story came to life. The other pilot was Fl.Off Peter Carter
of 73 Squadron and it was through a reference to a Christian name in Peter’s personal diary that the connection
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with Ian became apparent.
After fighting in France with 73 Squadron in 1940, Peter Carter went on to join 302 Polish Squadron as a
section leader. He lost his life on the 18th October 1940 at Kempton Park racecourse whilst attempting to land
in heavy ground fog. He bailed out of his Hurricane at only 50 feet and was killed instantly when he hit the
ground in Staines Road, Sunbury. He was just 21 years of age.
Background to Ian Hawken’s life.
Ian Douglas Hawken was born on the 5th August 1915 in Thurso, his father being Sydney Claude Hawken and
mother Magdalene Stewart Munro, and was one of four children born to the Hawken’s. (Initially spelt
incorrectly in a number of official documents and books as ‘Hawkin’ rather than ‘Hawken’, it took time to track
down further information on Ian.) He started life in the RAF as a Sgt. Pilot and first became connected with
Peter Carter when he was promoted to Pl.Off on the 1st April 1940 when both of them joined 605 Squadron
based at Wick. Little was known about his career prior to this but the Operational Record Book (ORB) for 605
Squadron begun to help unravel his story when the entry for the 7th April 1940 read:

P/O Hawken arrived yesterday from 74 Squadron and P/O Muirhead and Currant from 151 Sqdn. These three pilots are
commissioned sergeants posted to 605.
Ian had in fact been connected with 74 Squadron since the mid 1930s and flew alongside Malan, Rowland,
Haywood, Meares and Flinders in their Gauntlets as part of the display team that won the Sassoon Trophy in
1938, much to the squadron’s pride.
With 74 having taken delivery of Spitfires on the 13th February 1939 and with the dark clouds of war
gathering Ian was to be connected with another event in the squadron’s history. On the 3rd September 1939,
Ian was in the section of A Flight along with Malan and Measures during the incident which involved Freeborn
and Byrne and the two Hurricanes of 65 Squadron - The Battle of Barking Creek. He was called as a witness to
the hearing on the 17th October 1939.
74 Squadron 1939. 1939. Left to right:
Hawken
(shirtsleeves),
Measures,
Malan, Temple-Harris, Mould and below
him Flinders. Johnny Freeborn is in the
cockpit.
Ian was posted to 605 Squadron on the
7th April 1940. On the 16th May he was
one of four pilots (along with Peter
Carter) told to ‘stand by for a posting
to France’ and travelled south from
Wick. They left RAF Hawkinge at 7pm
on the 20th May unaware which
squadron they would be joining. The
following day they were among seven
replacement pilots to join 73 Squadron
based at Rouvres.
It is at this stage where Peter Carter’s diary entries give a more personal angle to the friendship they
developed in France. Peter wrote:

A great deal has been said - and will continue to be said - about friendship. Suffice it for me to say that Ian and I were
inseparable. We had known each other but a few weeks prior to France, but we clung together until separated by the
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Will of God.
On the 3rd June 1940 whilst on patrol over Epernay Ian failed to return from combat and was posted as
missing. Peter clearly felt this deeply and wrote:

I was billeted with Ian in quarters over a shop owned by a very charming old couple and two small daughters. At least
I say I was billeted with Ian, but to this day I have not seen him since I left him. I will not attempt to say anything
about my loss. All I know is that from the last patrol we were on he did not come back, nor had anything been heard
of him. but I was full of hope that he would turn up
before very long.
I spent a very lonely night that night, and indeed, during
the nights that followed. As day followed day, my hopes
began to diminish of ever seeing Ian again. I got into
touch with every hospital nearby, but they knew
nothing about him.
Things without Ian did not seem the same. I lacked his
constant companionship, his merry and loud laughter
and our daily conferences. However, France did not
permit me to mope. No matter what happened, the task
we had in hand had to go on, and I had to play my part
as effectively as the other lads.
Ian Hawken’s crashed Hurricane came to rest in the

barn of a farm in the Marne, France.

It was a very unpleasant task to make an inventory of
Ian's kit which, I am afraid, never reached these shores,
being lost at our evacuation.

Close to being overrun by the German advance on the 18th June 1940 Peter was in the last flight to leave
France from Nantes for England. Badly battered the squadron would go on to regroup at Church Fenton. But for
the Hawken family the ordeal to find Ian’s whereabouts had only just begun.
The Air Ministry file (AIR 81/756) outlining the correspondence between the family and the C4 Casualty
Branch was only released to the National Archive in 2014 and makes for poignant reading. The first mention of
Ian’s disappearance though appears in the ORB of 73 Squadron on the 6th June 1940 with a telegram sent to
Sydney Hawken, his father, who was residing at 29 Kingsley Road, Northampton, on the 8th. His mother
Magdalene was also notified by telegram at 60 Croftdown Road, Dartmouth Park, London, NW5.
Ian was listed as ‘missing’ as a result of air
operations on the 3rd June.
On the 7th July 1940 his mother wrote to 'P4
Casualties' at the Air Ministry asking if there was
any further information on Ian. In her letter she
informed them that she had 'heard from one of his
brother officers that he was not wearing his disc on
the 3rd'. She went on to ask 'would this be of any
help in tracking him?'
Another view of the Hurricane in which Ian
Hawken died.
On the 15th July 1940 Magdalene followed up her earlier letter and tried to furnish the Ministry with further
information in tracking Ian. Her letter added that 'he would have been wearing his watch, a gold one initialled
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I.D.H. on the back, and possibly had a silver cigarette case and some letters’. She continued:

His Commanding Officer wrote to us saying his kit would be sent home (from France) but we have since learnt that
this has had to be destroyed - with the exception of a few personal possessions - a camera, some letters, snapshots
and money.
She had not received these items as of the 15th July. She went on to say:

I cannot begin to say how much having his things, or some information, would begin to help us in this time of sorrow.
Not long after this a telegram was received from the International Red Cross in Geneva, the contents of which
were sent in a letter to Sydney Hawken on the 19th August 1940.

Your son Pilot Officer Ian Douglas Hawken is now believed to be a Prisoner of War in Germany. He was shot down
and taken prisoner near Paris on the 14th June 1940. As there is no other casualty of a similar name, it is believed
that this is your son, but in view of the incorrect date and rank this news should be treated with reserve pending
official confirmation. You will immediately be informed when such conformation is received.
No doubt the Hawken family would have felt encouraged by such news. This would have also been bolstered by a
communiqué from the Director of Personal Services of the 26th August 1940 who informed the family that
there was 'only one other 'Hawken' in the RAF (the name being uncommon) and he has not been reported
missing, therefore it would appear that there is little doubt your son is a POW'. As the wait continued to find
out more, and exactly which POW camp in Germany Ian was in, Mrs. Ryder (Peter Carter's tenacious aunt) sent
a letter to the Air Ministry on the 19th November 1940 enquiring as to Ian's whereabouts also. Knowing that
they were the best of friends, she anxiously wanted to contact Ian with news of Peter’s death.
A reply was received from the D of PS on the 27th November which could give her no news. She would contact
the Ministry a further five times over the intervening years trying to establish contact with Ian.
A letter of the 8th May 1941 to Magdalene Hawken begun to cast doubts over previous information. The fact
that Ian was originally reported as a POW was 'due to an error on the part of the German authorities'. He
would now be considered 'missing' once again.
Magdalene's continuing anxiety and frustrations were made plain in her letter to the Air Ministry on the 24th
October 1941:

It is now sixteen months since my son P/O Ian Douglas Hawken was shot down in France. Since then I have had no
news from himself and during this time he has been reported as ‘missing’ and then a POW, this later being said to be
a mistake on the part of the German authorities, and that he is again on the 'missing' list. Can you not possibly give
me more definite news than this? Is there no means by which I can get any stable information? I would willingly try
any channel of information if I could only get definite news of my son. If nothing else can be done, perhaps you can
let me know how long his name will be kept on the 'missing' list or if that is the final list. I thank you for the help you
have given me in this and trust that you will help me this once.
On the 5th November 1941 the D of PS responded that 'for official purposes [we must assume] he has lost his
life', but without proof the family still did not give up hope. In early 1943, a letter from the Red Cross to 'P4
Casualties' Air Ministry outlined the information available on Ian as of that date. Clearly his fate and his
whereabouts was still a mystery.
Time wore on and still no information was received. On the 20th March 1946 Ian's sister Elizabeth wrote to a
new department:

I understand that when the Wounded and Missing Dept of the Red Cross Society closed, responsibility for obtaining
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information passed to you. I should be so terribly grateful if you could send me any information, however small,
which has come to light, regarding my brother - Pilot Officer Ian Douglas Hawken, who was shot down in France in
June 1940. I have always thought that taking into account the rather peculiar circumstances, something could
someday be known. We received a telegram 'missing' a full week before Germany reported him a prisoner. Since then
nothing has been heard, and seemingly no records have been found. But surely if he was taken prisoner, as seems the
case, some of his own crew [sic] must have met him in captivity. There were many at the time who were shot down
who knew him well - perhaps some of these, since repatriated to this country, could furnish some information. Please
let me know if any information has come into your hands - I should be so very grateful to you.
The family would not receive definite news until over a year and a half later, but it was what they were longing
not to hear. Ian's body had been found at Dormans, in the Marne, southeast of Paris by No.1 Missing Research
and Enquiry Unit. His identification was eventually confirmed by the discovery of his disc, which he had been
wearing - and his wristwatch bearing his initials - I.D.H.

An intriguing photo came to light
during Brian Gates’ researches at
the Federal Archive in Koblenz. It
shows the Hurricane Ian was flying,
N2358/TP-Z, being examined by
German army personnel after it was
removed from the farm buildings. It
seems to be in a less wrecked
condition but it is more than
possible that some parts of the
aircraft were reassembled for
photographic effect as this was
intended as a souvenir shot for a
German army officer.

The Lion Has Wings
An interesting postscript to this story is that while Ian Hawken was on 74, on the same day that The Battle of
Barking Creek took place a film company was at Hornchurch making the first propaganda film of the war, The
Lion Has Wings. (It’s available on Amazon if you’re interested.) The film was hastily cobbled together such was
its urgency but for the men of B Flight the filming was something they thoroughly enjoyed, with the Tigers
appearing as a fictitious squadron taking on the Luftwaffe. Merle Oberon and Ralph Richardson were in the
starring roles. Close ups of pilots going into battle with the guns blazing were played by gritted teeth actors
taking on the Huns, with plenty of stereotypes. It is said that ‘A’ Flight under Malan took a dim view of their
counterparts' involvement and preferred to concentrate on tactics for the real battle to come. But as a
historical reference it’s very interesting to watch despite its being somewhat off the mark in terms of
accuracy. although this is perhaps to be expected as the RAF had not yet faced the Luftwaffe in combat over
England.
The Spitfire at this time had not long entered service and was not yet the legend it was to become, but seeing
it swing into action in formation against the hordes of German aircraft (often represented by RAF Fairey
Battles) must have given filmgoers some sense of defiance and hope for defeating the impending threat across
the Channel.
More importantly for us in the Association, it has become something of a time capsule of 74 Squadron with well
known pilots such as Paddy Treacy, later killed in combat, Ernie Mayne and Sammy Hoare all making
appearances.
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Although intended to be fictional the squadron made sure there were references to 74 everywhere. The
glimpses of the Tigers appearing for take-off and being serviced by ground crew are priceless.
The following stills were taken from the film.

Ernie Mayne

Don Thom

Refuelling at night

Paddy Treacy
Armourer at work (left)

With special thanks to Brian Gates
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The International Aviation Academy - Norwich

The brand new International Aviation Academy at Norwich
Airport is the first of Aviation Skills Partnership’s skills
academies and is a collaboration between employers,
trainers, educators, funding bodies, government and
industry. It will provide students with hands-on training
which will create the next generation of aviation
professionals. Training is offered under the following
headings: Pilot, Operations, Air Traffic Control, Cabin Crew,
Airport Operations, Aviation Engineering - and much more.
The facilities at Norwich include an operational Boeing 737
and a helicopter will be arriving in due course. A broad
range of local, national and international students and
delegates will attend. Up to 80 new aviation engineers will be trained each year, starting their training at the
age of 16. Across this and other courses, over a typical year 450
people will be trained for local, national and international aviation
jobs. It’s the first academy of its kind in the world.
Being based in Norwich, the Academy wants to promote local
aviation and local aviation history. Knowing of the many years 74
Squadron operated in East Anglia – Coltishall, Horsham St Faith,
Wattisham - the Association was approached by John Allan, the
Regional Manager for Inspiration and Heritage of the Aviation Skills
Partnership, to see if we could help. Discussion with John soon
revolved around model aircraft which of course led us immediately
to think of webmaster Tony Clay’ s fine models, for which he was
seeking a home. Not only do his models chart the Tigers‘ story
through aircraft types flown, but they also chart the story of the
development of military aircraft in service with the RAF since 1918
as well, which is of course equally relevant to the Academy.
So they are now on display as you can see. Furthermore, Tony has
been commissioned to build models of military and civil types that
have operated from Norwich in its guise both as RAF Horsham St
Faith and Norwich Airport.
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Tiger’s Head

When Tony visited the Academy, along with Treasurer Rhod, Rob Mills,
who worked for AIR UK/KLM Engineering at Norwich, and myself, we
took the opportunity to look at a preserved Tiger’s Head on the wall of
the former 74 Squadron crew room of their hangar (now KLM
Engineering), painted when they were based here. It is still being
carefully looked after. Many thanks to Rob for arranging the visit.
Rob has a particular affinity with the squadron’s Meteors which as a lad
he used to regularly watch at RAF Horsham St Faith. So just for him,
another of Tony’s models now on display at the Aviation Academy……..
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Lightning Gallery
The following photographs come from the collection of Philip Moyes who worked for the SBAC and then Bristol
Aircraft. He helped set up the press information service for Farnborough Air Show and this allowed him to
talk to all the aircraft manufacturers. He collected something like 50,000 images. Philip died in 2017 and his
collection came up for sale and author Colin Higgs went along to see the collection and among the photographs
he bought there were more than 600 Lightning images, as well as many of Supermarine, Boeing, Westland and
Hawker types as well.
We must thank Colin for sharing those of 74 Squadron’s Lightnings with us. Here is a selection of F.1s at RAF
Coltishall in the early 1960s. We’ll feature F.3s at Leuchars in the next issue.
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